The algorithm that provides a reasonable estimate of normal customer usage absent any water heater interruption will be used to develop a net to gross ratio. This ratio will be applied to the deemed kW per customer reduction from the load study.

The customer's meter will continue to be used for billing determinants. The WH control switches should be included in the periodic meter tests to verify that 95% of the devices remain operational. The communication signal must be tested annually. Accounts in the load profile sample will have a dedicated meter reader on the water heater as well as a whole house meter reader. Thirty minute interval data is adequate, although fifteen minute data on the water heater is considered preferable.
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### Two way communication confirms

Utilizes revenue quality

No baseline requirements. Equipment operating equipment.

Rating and reliability testing determines expected reduction for a call.

### Product type

PSC regulated tariff

Two way communication devices. We send test and customers respond. Test periodically. In addition, “in field” tests are performed periodically as well. Generators are remotely started monthly for reliability purposes.

### Category

Program or Product Name

Stand By Generator Program

### Status

In effect Today

### Trigger Events

Load data are obtained from meters that were installed on 100 customers’ air conditioner units. This stratified sample design provides a confidence of 90% ± 10% accuracy.

### Qualification Potentially applicable to customers meeting specific SIC codes. Some require separate metering for specific end uses such as irrigation pumps, electric vehicle charging, etc.

### Data Reporting and Monitoring

Load data are obtained from meters that were installed on 65 customers’ water heaters. This stratified sample design provides a confidence of 90% ± 10% accuracy.

### Meter and equipment

Utilization of customer owned generation

Switch operability studies must be conducted every 5 years, according to PJM, Manual 19: Load Data Systems.

### Performance/ baseline

No baseline requirements. Equipment testing determines expected reduction for a call.

### Statistical sampling of non-interval metered loads

PSC regulated tariff

### Deployment Limitations

For Development of average impacts for air conditioning, BGE compares non-event days to event days using regression analysis. The model estimates the average impact provided a particular weather conditions. PJM requires average impacts for each hour between noon and 8 p.m. The non-event profile is comprised of the hottest days of the summer.

### Regulatory and market context

Various TOU rates are available to customers meeting specific SIC codes. Some require separate metering for specific end uses such as irrigation pumps, electric vehicle charging, etc.
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